On letter head of JN B E T

A PROGRAMME TO AROUSE
THE HIDDEN GENIUS IN OUR STUDENTS
“TREASURE-HUNT” IN ENGLISH
Selecting : “The Best English Speaking School” and

“The Best Discoverer of the wealth in English”,
unknown to the world so far.
Jacob Nettikkadan (JN), the most beneficent philologist in 20 centuries, has invented
or discovered over 5,700 new things in the English language out of his 54 years’ private
research. Now, they are included in his English text book “Easy Way To Learn
English” in four volumes, available as E-BOOKS for off-line reading on your computer
@ Rs.960.00 life long, under password restriction.
JN offers the thrill to take free classes for two hours every working day for a month and
make the participants taste the simplicity of his most scientific methodology to teach
English, which is full of mesmerizing, hair-raising, mysterious short-cuts expressed
through stories, similies and diagrams. Full details of the methodology are available
in his websites www.jacobnettikkadan.com / .org OR www.xavierinstitute.com / .org
under the heading “Ten Items of Jacob Nettikkadan’s Contributions”. Read at least
items No.1, 2, 3 and 4.
JN is the only person living today who can guarantee and fulfil that there will be no
confusions or doubts for the learner of English who can expect ten times of new knowledge about the internal designs and decorations. There must be minimum 50 students*
who buy the E-BOOKS which include a free book on Personality Development (the
sacred tonic to make students mentally energetic, enthusiastic, dynamic, smart
and successful in future life). The school has to provide all the facilities to conduct
the English class in their premises, free of cost.
If there are at least 10 (ten) buyers from a class, the class teacher will get a free copy of
the E-BOOKS. The Principal can recommend complimentary E-BOOKS for 5 (five)
people, if the total number of buyers is 100 (one hundred) from a school. Basis: “First
come, first served”.
Read details of the Launching of E-BOOKS for seven days at a discount of 56% from
our website. Look for “Register your name now” and “For making payment to our
bank account” in our website.
* meant for schools which are within three kilometres from our office at Kaloor, Kochi
and for students studying in Class 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.

The details of the new methodoloogy:
IS THE “NETTIKKADAN METHODOLOGY
TO LEARN ENGLISH” SO EASY ? !!
First of all let us understand ‘what the most important reason for our failure to speak English is,
in spite of our learning for a long time. In the existing style of our learning English, we do not
get the opportunity to learn to speak English from our home. Instead we learn it in our mother
tongue. But, when we go to school, our teachers fail to use the technology to make us speak
English in classrooms. In England, people get the speaking power in English from their own
home, because English is their mother tongue. So, teachers need not teach it in school there.
If we want to speak English, we have to learn how to make our own sentences in English. But,
in school nobody teaches it. It is the Philologist Jacob Nettikkadan who invented the technology
needed for it in 1978 out of his private research for 54 years. What he invented is the technology to make 1,877 types of sentences in English, starting from the smallest to the largest
sentences. We will have to select one out of these 1,877 sentences as and when we need. To
make such sentences, we have to use a very simple technique or formula which he has invented for the purpose of making each sentence. The most interesting aspect in this is that
every sentence is made by using one out of the total 1,877 usages of the word “Verb”. Then we
will be able to make new sentences by using the very usage of similar other Verbs which we
know. Therefore, when we learn all the 1,877 usages of Verbs in English, we will acquire very
deep knowledge and expertise that can make us feel happy, proud and confident. Out of these,

# If we master three categories of sentences, we can reach the English children level.
# If we learn 15 categories of sentences, we can reach the level of adults.
# If we cover all the 1,877 types of sentences in English, we can become a rare expert
and an unusual Scholar who can speak and write English confidently, because we
will not need extra types of sentences in English.
The slogan of the “Nettikkadan Methodology” is :
“Years of study reduced to hours of study” or
“ 5% study burden; 500% study benefits”.
THE METHODOLOGY IN DETAIL :
The method of learning the 1,877 usages of Verb is certainly exciting and amazing to any scholar. The study is
intensely interesting, rather intoxicating. The foundation of the English language for us has been made out of the
‘Language Science’ which he has invented. What we have been doing so far is “trying to build an English palace
without foundation, and again without a construction method”. In the process we failed. But we need not fail in
the “ Nettikkadan Methodology”.

A MAGIC CHART THAT PRODUCES AMAZING RESULT,
USING ‘LANGUAGE SCIENCE’
Choosing 14 words from the English language in the ‘Actor’ column and another 14 words in the ‘Receiver of
Action’ column, we can aquire ten times more knowledge, communicating skill in English and self-confidence
in a few hours than a student might acquire from an ordinary school in five years. You can make an experiment
and get full conviction of this claim.

-: 2
Actor (Subject)
boy = B¨Ip´n
Any Noun (pl):boys = B¨Ip´nIƒ
I = Rm≥
We = Rßƒ, \Ωƒ
You (s) = \o, \nßƒ, Xm¶ƒ
You (pl) = \nßƒ
He = Ah≥, At±lw
She = Ahƒ, At±lw
It = AXv
They = Ah¿, Ah
Q. Pron. Who (s) = Bcv
Who (pl) = Bsc√mw
Other (s) This = CXv
prons.(pl) These = Ch
Personal
Pronouns

Any Noun (s):

:-

Action (Verb)
Saw
(Use similar form of
other Verbs & make
new sentences.)

Receiver of Action (Object)
boy = B¨Ip´nsb
boys = B¨Ip´nIsf
me = Fs∂
us = Rß-sf, \Ωsf
you (s) = \ns∂, \nß-sf, Xm¶sf
you (pl) = \nßsf
him = Ahs\, At±-lsØ
her = Ah-sf, At±-lsØ
it = AXn-s\, AXv
them = Ah-sc, Ahsb
whom (s) = Bsc
whom (pl) = Bsc-sb√mw
this = CXns\
these = Chsb

Using this very chart, Jacob Nettikkadan taught Malayalam to Dr. Chethana Krishnakumar (from
Karnataka) for two hours and made her speak Malayalam sentences independently within two hours, which
became a T.V. news on October, 04th 2002. This was possible because JN had discovered that Malayalam is the
easiest language in the world according to the “Linguistic Yardstick” he has invented.
To convert single words in the first and third column of the above chart into many words, needed for making the
largest sentence in English, you have to learn only a single technique in this Methodology. The remaianing study
in the Methodology is only to learn ‘what the 1,877 types of usages of the word ‘Verb’ are’. When you make such
deep exploration in English, you will come across the most dangerous “Bermuda Triangle” of the English
language. Most of the teachers avoid this most complex, confusing and irrational area conveniently. But in the
“Nettikkadan Methodology”, you are carried across the area safely by building up a “Very User-friendly Fly
Over”. But when you travel through the fly over, you will get acquainted with many totally new and unhead of
areas in English. After that, your communication skill in English will touch new heights; it will become more
powerful and you will feel authoritative in English.
After this, you will get thousands of sample sentences in each level to recite repeatedly, using the Fluency
Technique (again invented by JN) till you acquire fluency and be able to produce your own sentences without
mistake. Besides this, the books provide you stories, conversations and topic writings in EACH LEVEL. You will
never get such books anywhere in the world now for learning a new language. You can never fail to get
command in English, if you learn and practise such a book. When you learn all these items as prescribed in the
book, you can grow in English; your self-confidence will hit the roof of your building and you can use English in
your future life and become a successful person.
The control and influence of the most powerful five words in English “can, may, should, must and aught to”
are mysterious and shocking. When you acquire the complete usage of these five words in “Nettikkadan Style”,
you will get a feeling equal to becoming the highest billionair in the world. Your self-confidence will cross
limits. When you learn about a totally new invention added by us in this area, you will feel like getting into a
“Water Craft” or “Hover Craft” in English, in which you travel on land and water continuously. You will get
total freedom from so many of the difficulties faced in many areas of English so far. You will don a special courage, self-confidence and satisfaction, which you have never edxperienced in life earlier.
We intent to begin a “National Competition” to make our young students re-discover the new things ,
numbering over 5,700 in the English language, which Jacob Nettikkadan has invented or discovered and
incorporated in his English Text Book “Easy Way To Learn English” in four volumes. The competition is to
select “The Best English Speaking School/College” and “The Best Discoverer of the most precious knowledge
in English” in our country. You can get more details from our website www.jacobnettikkadan.com / .org OR
www.xavierinstitute.com / .org under the heading “National Competition” in the English language.
When you buy the four volume English Text Book “Easy Way To Learn English” as E-BOOKS, you will
get another invaluable book “The Importance of Personality Development” free.
* * * *

